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Can't we all just get along?

Regional solutions to
regional needs
few years back, a county
in Kansas decided that it
had a pretty good shot at
attracting homes and
businesses as a nearby
town grew and spun off
suburbs.
One drawback was water.
The rural water districts in the
region were small and oriented
toward serving a few isolated
farm homes apiece. One
municipality in the path of
potential growth was tired of
being in the utility business.
Another couple of privately run
water systems were looking for
exit strategies. Looking back, it
doesn't appear that anyone really
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the state? Just this: When
WaterOne first opened its doors,
the area it proposed to serve was
mostly farmland.
Looking back, it now seems
inevitable that the area would
develop exactly as it has. But at
the time, it took a leap of faith to
assume that the region would
grow as it has -- and it took a
good water utility to see that it
did.
What if . . .
In the late '50s, a full decade
after the end of World War II,
most of what we now think of as
Johnson County was still mostly
farmland and pasture. Where

"The biggest issue in any kind of discussion of regional
cooperation is the inherent resistance to the perception, at
least, of giving up independence."

opposed consolidating existing
systems and creating a new,
larger water district, though
there must have been some hurt
feelings.
In the end, though, it was a
success. The new system -Johnson County Water District
No. 1 -- provided the kind of
economies of scale it takes to
serve customers well and keep
costs down.
Created in 1956 and now
known as WaterOne, the district
has upwards of 127,000
connections today.
What's this got to do with
running a small rural or
municipal system elsewhere in
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water was available at all, it was
often through small lines, aimed
at serving a few rural customers.
In the absence of a consolidated
system, development -- already
concentrated along the state line
and near existing small towns -would have gone where water
was available, making a
patchwork of small subdivisions
or individual homes.
Bennet Kwan, for one,
believes it was water that made
that part of the state bloom.
"Back in '56, '57, the board
really had foresight," said Kwan,
former plant manager for
WaterOne. He recalls what a
hodgepodge the region was back
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then, with numerous
municipalities, each with its own
city government, police and all
the rest. If water had been
provided the same way, he has a
hard time imagining the Johnson
County of today.
He and Chuck Firquain, an
engineer still with WaterOne
whose tenure also goes back to
the district's earliest days, both
recall WaterOne's efforts to
acquire adequate supplies of
water. And then to grow enough
to justify multiple sources.
"I remember we only had
one intake, on the Kaw, back in
the days I was there," said
Kwan. "I'm telling you, that was
scary, especially during the
wintertime when the flow was
down, and then it could ice up.
"People don't know how
close it was to running out of
water" on more than one
occasion.
Fast forward a few decades.
Last winter, sure enough, ice
knocked a hole in the jetty that
directs water toward WaterOne's
intake on the Kaw. River water
wasn't making it as far as the
intake, and the district's 21 wells
in the alluvial aquifer nearby
didn't provide enough flow to
keep the mains filled. They were
able to simply switch to a 60inch main laid more than a
decade ago to an intake on the
Missouri River until repairs were
completed.
"That's the flexibility and the
planning of having multiple
sources," said Firquain.
Whether you measure
success by growth, by meeting

the needs of both new and
existing customers, by keeping
down costs or by achieving the
scale economies that allow for
multiple sources of water,
WaterOne was clearly a success.
But we can't pretend it
always goes so smoothly.
Working together
For instance, take
Montgomery RWD No. 7, not
far from Coffeyville. Seeing an
opportunity for expansion, the
district annexed an adjoining
tract of land in 1977 -- and some
20 years later still had not
extended water service to
residents of that area.
"Just between you and me
and the gatepost, we had such
difficulty back when we were
trying to get water in '96 and
couldn't get water from any of
the neighboring districts," recalls
Pat O'Connell, chairman of
newly formed Montgomery
RWD No. 14. "We had to
deannex an area that had been
annexed into a water district and
form our own water district.
"So right now, I'm not too
thrilled about consolidating
water districts."
RWD No. 14 learned from
its neighbor's faults and installed
larger lines (18-19 miles of 4- to
6-inch lines, as opposed to the 2to 3-inch lines in RWD No. 7). It
got its own connection to the
City of Coffeyville via a 10-inch
main the municipality had
installed some years before.
No 14 is also set up so that
board members may serve only
one three-year term, and then
must leave the board for at least
a year before running again.
"That's a problem some of
these water districts around here
have," said O'Connell.
"You've got the same people
on these boards for 30 years, and
they think it's their water
district."
Despite the hard feelings,
though, O'Connell admits that in

The question that each [proposed merger] raises is
essentially the same question: Can communities working
together on either side of that spectrum do better than each
community working alone?
general, consolidation isn't such
a bad idea. Regional solutions
may not be for everyone, he
said, but if it would make a
positive difference -- "if it would
give them higher pressure and
allow for expansion and
growth," as he put it -- he'd
support it.
Bob McDaneld,
environmental scientist with the
Kansas Water Office's water
planning unit, is a big fan of
consolidation, yet he too agrees
it's got to make sense for all
parties.
"The question that each
[proposed merger] raises is
essentially the same question:
Can communities working
together on either side of that
spectrum do better than each
community working alone?"
McDaneld said.
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The advantages are many,
even in the eastern part of the
state and certainly in the arid
west. Yet relatively few systems,
even systems in obvious trouble,
seem to be considering joining
forces with their neighbors. Is it
just institutional ego?
"The biggest issue in any
kind of discussion of regional
cooperation is the inherent
resistance to the perception, at
least, of giving up
independence," said Margaret
Fast, another environmental
scientist with the KWO's water
planning unit.
But not every consolidation
means giving up control to a
new entity.
"People don't want to give
up their local control," said
Cathy Tucker-Vogel, capacity
development coordinator for
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Kansas has 8 active PWWSDs in operation, serving 32 cities and 32 RWDs and one other
public system. The above photo shows the treatment facility for PWWSD 4 at Big Hill
Reservoir, near Cherryvale in southeast Kansas, producer of the 2003 Best Tasting Water In
America contest.

KDHE. "I understand that, and
that's why the approach of the
wholesale district I think is a
good answer.
"Every community that's a
member of a wholesale district
has a vote on the board of
directors. Plus the individual
communities are maintaining
their individual water systems
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within their communities.
They're just hooking on to and
sharing the costs of developing
the source and treatment.
"To me," said Tucker-Vogel,
"the wholesale district concept is
a good answer to the systems
that are concerned about losing
their local control."
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On paper, there's a total of
24 wholesale districts, though
several of those have been
dissolved or are inactive. Even
ignoring those, though, the
number has nearly doubled in
recent years, said Tucker-Vogel,
with eight in operation and
seven in the design or
construction phase.
The act allowing systems to
come together and form another
legal entity that can issue bonds
and build wholesale
infrastructure for water supply
has been available since the late
'70s, Fast said. "So we have a lot
of examples of people working
together in a variety of
cooperative ways -- it doesn't
always mean that a group of
communities goes out and builds
a lake and a treatment plant and
the whole kit and caboodle."
What makes sense varies
from place to place. If the
problem is source, then perhaps
two districts with separate wells
or intakes could come together
to share resources. Perhaps the
need is to bulk up to make it
easier to support needed
maintenance, or to gain some
economies of scale when it
comes to billing or engineering.
Perhaps all that's needed is a
sharing of management or
operations.
"We do encourage that,
especially in the western half of
the state, where it doesn't really
make a whole lot of sense to
actually physically connect them
together when systems are so far
apart and so small," said TuckerVogel.
"But we encourage folks to
work together, sharing operators,
sharing purchasing -- they could
even share management if they
wanted to get together and hire a
single manager to oversee their
systems.
"It really depends. You have
to look at situation individually
and assess what's the best
approach for those systems."

After all, there are fewer and
fewer people in many small
towns and rural areas in Kansas,
and that means more
responsibilities heaped on those
who can run the water system
(or are willing to try). At some
point, something is going to
have to give -- especially if all
these systems are to maintain
certified operators.
The state is trying to help. In
fact, KDHE recently awarded a
contract to the Kansas Rural
Water Association to provide onsite emergency assistance and
new-operator training to public
water systems that lose their
operator. Read more about this
program in an article by Greg
Duryea on page 36 of this issue.
Considering the options
The key thing is to keep
your options open.
One good example might be
Paola, where Mayor Floyd
Grimes has seen to it that a
whole range of options remains
on the table.
It's not that the Miami
County community is facing
imminent water shortages. With
two sources (Lake Miola, a city
lake, and Bull Creek, which
discharges from Hillsdale Lake),
the municipal system seems well
set, even in a dry year. And
though growth in the region is
fairly likely over the next couple
of decades, there's no pressing
need to act today. That's given
Mayor Grimes and city staff the
time to plan ahead.
"We've looked at combining
with other municipalities," he
said, though he stresses that
nothing specific has worked its
way up from the staff level in
city hall.
"It appears to me, in the
long-range point of view, that
even though [one study] says
there's going to be adequate
water for the next 20 years for
the four-county area -- it's just a
matter of distribution -- in my

opinion, I think it's a mistake
they're looking at 20 years and
not looking at what's going to
happen after the next 20 years."
Grimes has even proposed
building a new reservoir in
eastern Miami County to
accommodate future growth.
Though the era of Corpsfinanced earthen dams may be
past, no one could accuse Paola
of not thinking big.
Grimes doesn't believe that
all the reluctance to merge
comes from managers and board
members who don't want to cede
control to someone else. He
himself would be opposed to
simply merging with another
entity and not retaining
ownership.
"If you're a customer, after
20 years, when the supplier has
retired the cost of the production
facility, you don't end up with
anything as an owner," he said.
"I have not seen the
documentation as to what the
projections were as far as the
plusses and minuses, but I can
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Despite what some water
district managers may feel
on occasion, SDWA and the
other elements of what is
often referred to as the
"tightening web of water
regulation" weren't enacted
just to give them a hard
time.
certainly see the value of
ownership after a 20-year
period."
Push-pull of regulations
On the other side of the
balance sheet, there are two
interrelated things pushing hard
in favor of regional solutions.
The two -- TFM (which stands
for the technical, financial and
managerialcapacity that all
public water systems need to
attain) and capacity development
(the process of achieving that
know-how) -- both stem from the
'96 amendments to the Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA).
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Despite what some water
district managers may feel on
occasion, SDWA and the other
elements of what is often
referred to as the "tightening
web of water regulation" weren't
enacted just to give them a hard
time. Ensuring public health and
safety have long been a part of
government mission. And it's
quite common for regulations to
get stricter over the years.
Yet for systems in trouble -and particularly for systems in
the western two-thirds of the
state, now in the sixth year of a
particularly severe drought
pattern -- keeping up with
regulations is certainly an
incentive to do something
different.
As McDaneld of KWO put
it: "We can talk all we want to
about new mandates, whether
they're state mandates or federal
mandates, but the reality is that
those new mandates are
happening, and they're not going
to disappear."

And let's face it, growth and,
especially, scarcity put pressure
on many water systems long
before TFM were gleams in a
bureaucrat's eye.
"I started my water-supply
career at the Department of
Health and Environment about
25 years ago," said KWO's Fast,
"and one of the things that I was
involved in was putting together
a list of what we called the
'public water supply emergency
needs list.' It probably is now
called the drought-vulnerable list
or something like that.

Or, to put it another way,
walk your talk. Don't just
ask RWDs and munis to
cooperate and coordinate do it within state
government. Even getting
funding becomes smoother
when the various agencies
talk to one another.

"This all predated any of the
Safe Drinking Water Act,
demands for TMF or capacity or
anything like that."
Besides, as WaterOne's
Firquain said, "Without those
standards and regulations, things
tend to overgrow themselves and
get out of control.
"With them, you keep
yourself in control and keep
everybody safe. We're planning
10 and 20 and 30 years ahead of
time. You've got to. You've got
to be able to plan ahead so you
can have your assets in place to
meet those requirements."
Many of the RWDs on the
drought-vulnerable list, then and
now, tend to rely on small lakes,
which makes them especially
vulnerable to drought. Finding
another source of supply,
perhaps by partnering with a
nearby competitor with its own
source of supply, was a good
option then -- and remains one
today.
"As the demographics
continue to shift, it's not popular
to go out and tell people, 'Well,
your options for survival is to go
and hook up to this big system,
or a bunch of you to join
together and create that
efficiency by growing bigger
yourselves,'" Fast said. Yet it
often makes good sense.
The role of the state
The D-word that Fast
dropped onto the table -demographics -- is another big
driver of the regionalization
trend.
It may be growth or the
promise of growth that drives
communities in Johnson and
Miami counties to look at
consolidation. In the western
part of the state, ironically, the
opposite trend -- the gradual
depopulation of many a county -is leading to exactly the same
conclusion.
In either case, it generally
comes down to two issues: cost
and supply.
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How can we ensure a source
of supply, today and tomorrow,
and the day after tomorrow? And
how can we do it more
economically, both to keep our
own costs down and to keep
customers' bills as small as
possible?
One of the things that's
changed is the role of the state's
water agencies. Not that KWO
and its kin in the departments of
Health and Environment and
Agriculture haven't long been
encouraging regional solutions.
But they've gotten a lot more
serious about it of late.
"At the Kansas Water
Office, we've gone from flying
at 30,000 feet to looking at
what's going on at ground level,"
said McDaneld.
He and other folks from the
Water Office are spending more
time on the road, working
hands-on with local districts to

help them figure out where to go
from here. On top of that, they're
better able than ever to call on
other agencies for assistance.
For instance, McDaneld
said, "If some entity goes to the
Division of Water Resources and
says, 'We want a water line into
blank stream,' the chances are
pretty good that it may affect
whether or not this same
community ever contracts for
water from a reservoir, or
whether or not that community
will need to work with the
Department of Health and
Environment on building or
certifying a water treatment
facility.
"What hit us was if one of
us, one of the state agencies, has
been approached by someone
who comes in with that sort of a
need, shouldn't the other state
agencies be aware of it, and
couldn't we then cooperate on
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making sure that people are
aware of all the pieces of the
puzzle?"
Or, to put it another way,
walk your talk. Don't just ask
RWDs and munis to cooperate
and coordinate -- do it within
state government. Even getting
funding becomes smoother when
the various agencies talk to one
another. Rural Development, for
instance, knows it can be lots
more effective if it's able to fund
infrastructure that benefits
several districts, rather than a
few million here and a few
million there for a host of
similar but uncoordinated
efforts.
To help that process along,
there's KIAC, the Kansas
Interagency Coordinating
Committee. The Kansas
Department of Commerce
requires all applicants for
Community Development Block
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Public health a basic role of government . . .
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f you're bothered by the tightening of federal and
state regulation over water quality -- and over boards'
technical, managerial and financial skills -- it may
help some to look back.
After all, regulation of public health has long
been a primary goal of government at all levels. And
each tightening of the screw sets a new standard,
whether it's a matter of clean water, workplace safety
or highway design. That new standard, in turn, leads
to new, tighter regulations the next time around.
As a water district manager or board member,
you may hate it. But as a citizen, you've got to be
tickled pink.
A look back at an internationally renowned
reformer from a century age, right here in Kansas, is
instructive. We quote from the Kansas State
Historical Society:
Dr. Samuel Jay Crumbine of Dodge City was
one of the nation's leaders in the field of public
health. He became secretary of the Kansas State
Board of Health in 1904 and served for
approximately 20 years. His public health campaigns
were directed at practices and conditions that led to
the spread of communicable diseases. His campaign
against house flies urged screening windows and
doors and used the slogan, "Swat the Fly."
Other targets of his campaigns were the
common drinking cup or dipper and the exposed
roller towel, often used on railroad trains and in other
public areas. His success in this area was illustrated
by the adoption of disposable paper cups and towels.

Grants to present their project to
this committee, which includes
KDHE, USDA Rural
Development and KDOC.
In addition, it can be easier
to get a loan if you're
cooperating with a neighboring
system.
"At KDHE, we encourage
local cooperation in a couple of
ways,” said Tucker Vogel.
"No. 1, if the systems
applying for a Revolving Loan
Fund loan are cooperating with
their neighbors, if the project
involves more than one system,
we give extra points in the
ranking system to see who gets
funding.
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One of Dr. Crumbine's best known campaigns
was associated with the slogan "Don't Spit On
Sidewalk." He was concerned that the habit spread
disease. He was so convincing that brick
manufacturers produced bricks with this slogan
imprinted on them. These bricks can occasionally be
found in the few brick sidewalks still remaining in the
state. These activities brought Crumbine an
international reputation in the field of public health.
Born in Pennsylvania in 1862, Samuel J.
Crumbine came to Ford County, Kan., in the 1880s
to practice medicine.
Crumbine was concerned about the spread of
tuberculosis and other diseases and campaigned for
their prevention. He became particularly concerned
after observing tuberculosis patients spitting on the
floor of a train. Crumbine was moved to act after
watching one of these patients take a drink from a
public drinking cup; he then observed a mother
giving her child a drink from the same cup without
first rinsing it.
Crumbine's public health crusade argued for
pure food and drugs, elimination of house flies and
rats, water and sewage sanitary control and the
prevention of tuberculosis. He succeeded in
abolishing the common drinking cup, the common or
"roller" towel and spitting in public places. Crumbine
promoted these campaigns with simple and easy to
remember slogans, such as "Bat the Rat" and "Swat
the Fly."
After a long and useful career, Samuel Crumbine
died in New York in 1954.

"And then this past January,
we started a new cost share
assistance planning program.
KDHE will provide a 50% grant
for systems to do a feasibility
study or preliminary engineering
study to see whether it's feasible
to form a wholesale district or
[other] cooperative effort. We've
had a couple of applications
already, so the word is getting
out."
The 50/50 planning grant -that's a grant, remember, that
doesn't have to be repaid -- is
aimed at projects that benefit
three or more systems, and it has
an upper limit of $12,500.
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"Is it always appropriate that
throwing more money at a
project is going to solve the
problem?" added KRWA's Elmer
Ronnebaum. "Not necessarily.
We've seen times when an
applicant for a loan could refund
some of its existing debt and
reduce costs to the point that a
new loan was not even
necessary. That sort of review
requires a fuller review of what a
city or RWD's options on
financing really are."
KRWA has also proposed
that state and federal agencies
adopt a single loan application or
review process, insofar as that's
possible.

Easier access to loans and
grants can be a pretty good
carrot. What's the stick? Is the
state truly just more willing to
be helpful, or are they becoming
more coercive?
"The only coercion that
exists," said McDaneld, "is that
the Department of Health and
Environment, through its
responsibilities, tied in with
federal responsibilities,
essentially has set a bar that
communities have to meet.
"And communities may have
to change to get over that bar."
"I think we encourage,
added Tucker-Vogel. "A lot of it
really depends on the local
atmosphere. It's local politics
that drives these things."
The plus side
What may soften the blow is
that McDaneld, Fast and their
colleagues really do approach
systems with a helpful attitude.
On top of that, what pressure
there may be certainly isn't very
imminent. If you look at the

KWO's new regionalization
strategies document, you'll
notice right off that the very first
bullet point has a 30-year
timeframe. "It's not an overnight
thing," said Fast.
If an RWD has a problem,
its own managers are likely to
know all about it and want to
remedy it. They don't need the
state to tell them they need a
better source of supply, for
instance. What they might need,
even under the best-case
scenario, is some help in
identifying solutions.
Since the solution of choice,
combining with neighboring
systems and sharing the burdens,
is such a good idea, it's hard to
get angry with anyone pushing
the concept. There are no
surprises here. Even many
managers' and board members'
concerns over giving up control
are perfectly understandable.
As Paola's Grimes put it,
"Turf seems to be a big factor in
a lot of government agencies.

If you look at the KWO's
new regionalization
strategies document, you'll
notice right off that the very
first bullet point has a 30year timeframe.

"I don't care whether it's a
school or whether it's a
municipal government or county
government or state government,
turf seems to be a very big factor
wherever you go."
With tax-cutting fever
rampant in both Topeka and
Washington, none of us can be
very surprised that state and
federal aid just doesn't flow the
way it once did. It's up to us to
solve our own problems.
But there is one thing we
can change. We can redefine just
who "us" is.

COMPLETE PUMP AND MECHANICAL SERVICE

Emergency Service
Complete Machine Shop
Metallizing - Shafts and Sleeves
Balancing and Vibration Analysis
All Types of Pump Repair
Blowers and Mixers
Deep Well Service
tel. 913 236 8222
fax 913 262 8992
4719 Merriam Drive Overland Park, Kansas 66204
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